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The need to center the patient voice has long been discussed in
our healthcare system. Often the credentials and experiences of
clinicians and public health professionals overshadow the lived
experience and expertise of patients.1 This disconnect
perpetuates the stigma that is frequently associated with a
diagnosis of viral hepatitis. Despite the availability of a cure,
hepatitis C rates continue to rise and many people are unaware
that they are infected. Injection drug use is a driving factor of
increasing rates.2 The World Health Organization has set a goal to
eliminate viral hepatitis by 2030.3 As jurisdictions develop
elimination plans to meet this goal, it is imperative that people
with lived experience inform strategies for elimination. This study
describes how people with lived experience were engaged in
hepatitis elimination efforts in Hawaii, New York, San Francisco,
and Washington.

Four people who have lived experience with hepatitis were
interviewed regarding their experience with elimination planning
in the following Hawaii, New York, San Francisco, and
Washington. Each participant was asked the following questions:
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Longtime grassroots advocate and founder 
of community-based organizationWA

CA

NY

HI
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• Member, Hep C Elimination Task Force
• Member, NYS Hepatitis C Steering

Committee of grassroots advocates and
community-based organizations.
Steering Committee hosted community
calls, listening sessions and advocacy
training sessions

Shared story with the community 
and during many visits to the 

Governor’s office. Perspective as 
baby boomer resonated with 

legislators, but also important to 
include representatives from 

other communities

Continuously encourage 
people that their story is 
important. Remind them 
that their voice matters 

more than data and 
statistics.

Met Hawaii DOH Viral Hepatitis 
Prevention Coordinator while 

interning at a homeless shelter; 
continued building relationship 

while volunteering at harm 
reduction events and was hired 

by Hawaii Health & Harm 
Reduction Center as Lead Syringe 

Exchange Outreach Worker
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• Patient Advocate, Hep Free
Hawaii Elimination Committee

• Member, Hep Free Hawaii
Elimination Work Groups on
advocacy and education
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There was a major need in the community 
to educate others about HCV; openly shared 
lived experience with homelessness, IV drug 

use, and HCV to motivate others to get 
cured. Also shared experience with 

legislators to advocate for policies that 
affected those communities
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You must meet people where 
they are; build relationships 

with community-based 
organizations and attend 
meetings like Hep Free 

Hawaii to find the people 
who need help

• Member, California
Hepatitis C Task Force

• Member, End Hep C
SF Coordinating
Committee

Longtime advocate and 
educator who started 

HCV treatment program 
at a needle exchange 
called Treat First; also 

partnered with DOH on 
harm reduction programs
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Journey of being cured after 30+ years of lived experience with 
hepatitis C and substance use disorder motivates others to get 
cured, especially those who have had stigmatizing experiences 

with medical providers; success with Treat First helped 
illustrate how physically meeting people where they are is the 

best approach to HCV treatment and harm reduction
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Create opportunities to 
engage people with lived 

experience and 
compensate them for 

their time (ideally in cash)

Offered to help Viral Hepatitis 
Coordinator because it’s 

important for people with 
lived experience to share their 

stories

• Panelist, panel of people with
lived experience organized by
Hep C Free WA

Worked with Viral Hepatitis 
Coordinator on a public relations 

campaign to help reach people who 
might benefit from HCV/HIV testing; 

also shares experience on social media

Have an open mind and meet as many people 
with lived experience as possible. Treat 

people as individuals – honor their time and 
remember that listening is an act of love. 

Provide people with opportunities for training 
on how to tell their story most effectively.
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How did you initially get involved with elimination planning?

Tell us about your role in elimination planning.

How have you used your story to impact elimination efforts?

What advice would you offer to people interested in engaging 
people with lived experience in elimination planning?

The National Viral Hepatitis Roundtable receives funding from a
diversity of sources, including pharmaceutical companies,
insurance companies, governments, foundations and private
donations. Study participants received a small honorarium.

Successful viral hepatitis elimination efforts require a
collaborative approach, including the input of people with lived
experience. People with lived experience must be engaged early
and often by creating various opportunities to amplify their
voices. Only by centering people with lived experience can we
achieve viral hepatitis elimination by 2030.

People with lived experience have been engaged in viral hepatitis
elimination in various ways such as leadership roles, community
navigators, and panelists in community meetings. Clinicians and
public health professionals should engage people with lived
experience early, frequently, and consistently throughout the
planning process. This requires understanding the community-
based organizations in their area in order to meet people where
they are. It also requires creating a variety of opportunities to
amplify their voices. Centering people with lived experience
ensures that everyday factors and real-world circumstances
meaningfully guide our strategies to eliminate viral hepatitis.
Their perspective is critical to developing comprehensive,
effective, and practical policies, processes, and programs. It’s
important that clinicians and public health professional engage
diverse communities affected by hepatitis and take ownership of
eliminating stigma. People with lived experience help find people
who are at risk of contracting or who are living with hepatitis, as
well as identify barriers that clinicians and public health
professionals may not see. They also provide continuity as
clinicians and public health staff turn over. It is important to note
that the perspectives captured here are representative of just four
people who have lived experience. Additional research is
warranted to capture more diverse perspectives, including the
experience of people living with hepatitis B.
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